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Abstract : According to World Health Organization, 10-20% of children and adolescents all over the world are 
experiencing mental disorders. These disorders have become the leading cause of disability in young people. 
However, correct diagnosis of mental disorders at an early stage improves the quality of life of children and avoids 
complicated problems at later stage. Various expert systems have already been developed for diagnosing mental 
disorders like Schizophrenia, Depression, Dementia, etc. This study focuses on predicting basic mental health 
problems, like Attention and Academic problem, Anxiety Symptoms, Developmental delay, Attention Defi cit 
Hyperactivity Disorder, Pervasive Developmental Disorder using machine learning techniques, Bayesian Networks 
and Fuzzy clustering. The Bayesian Network structure learning from data is a challenging task and hence a new 
model has been proposed.  The proposed model uses Fuzzy logic, Clustering and Bayesian techniques. The model 
has been experimented with prediction of basic mental health problems among children and with the UCI dataset 
for predicting Breast cancer. The performance of the Bayesian network constructed with the proposed model was 
compared with the general Bayesian Network Structure Learning algorithms and the experimental results have 
shown that the proposed model performs better than the earlier algorithms. 
Keywords: Fuzzy Clustering, Bayesian Network, Structure Learning, Prediction.

1. INTRODUCTION
 Mental Health Problems (MHP) has become one of the main causes of the burden of disease worldwide and 
it often starts at an early age and may destroy lives, with an impact on families, colleagues and communities. 
Depressive disorders will become the second leading cause of the global disease burden by 2020 [1]. There 
are strong links between physical and mental health problems. If untreated, these problems severely affect 
children’s development, their educational attainments and their potential to live fulfi lling and productive lives. 
The best way to deal with a crisis is to prevent it from happening in the fi rst place. Hence, in this study an expert 
system is developed to help the psychologists in predicting the basic MHP that has affected the children and 
treat them at an early stage. 
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 Expert system (ES) is a branch of Artifi cial Intelligence that works within a particular domain. These 
are designed to provide expert quality performance on domain specifi c problems. Mental Health Diagnostic 
Expert Systems mimic the role of a psychologist with a view to diagnose the MHP. Various Machine Learning 
techniques are available to develop expert systems. Bayesian Networks is a popular machine learning technique 
which is widely used in expert systems for predicting diseases. 

Bayesian networks (BN), a graphical model representing probabilistic relationship among random 
variables, have been successfully applied in many domains like medical diagnosis, hardware troubleshooting, 
etc. The BN model was considered as it is well suited for representing uncertainty and causality. It consists of 
two components, a network structure in the form of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) and a set of Conditional 
Probability Distributions (CPD), one for each variable characterising the dependencies between the variables. 
BNs have been used in predicting various mental disorders like schizophrenia, depression, psychosis, etc. This 
study concentrates on predicting the basic mental health problems that affect children, viz. Attention problem, 
Academic Problem, Anxiety Problem, Attention Defi cit Hyperactivity Disorder and Pervasive Developmental 
Disorder. Fig.1 shows a simple Bayesian Network. If there is a directed edge in a DAG from node Y to node Z, 
Y is said to be a parent of Z and Z is called a child of Y. The presence of an edge connecting two nodes implies 
that these two variables are dependent. The absence of an edge between any two nodes implies that these two 
variables are independent given the values of any intermediate nodes. 
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Figure 1: Simple Bayesian Network

 A simple Bayesian Network is shown in Figure 1 with 5 nodes and 4 arcs. The nodes Pregnancy_
Complication and Under_Medication are parents of  node Seizures. The arcs show that there is a direct 
relationship between Pregnancy_Complication and Seizures, while there is an indirect relationship between 
Pregnancy_complication and Mental_Health_Problem. Learning a BN refers to data based inference of either 
the conditional probability parameters for a given structure or the underlying graphical structure itself. We 
focus here on the process of structural learning, to discover the relations between various variables and predict 
the mental health problem.BN structures are being learnt using the score-based and the constraint-based 
methods. The score-based methods along with a search strategy fi nd a structure with optimal score. More 
importance is given for the search strategy and the scoring function. Various scores viz., Log-likelihood, 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), Bayesian Dirichlet Score (BDE), 
etc. are available for Bayesian Networks. The constraint-based methods infer structures through conditional 
independency tests. The constraint-based methods are generally faster than the score-based methods and give 
a trustworthy result when suffi cient data are provided. In this paper, we propose a model that considers the 
advantages of both the methods. 
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Clustering involves assigning data points to clusters such that the items in the same cluster are as similar 
as possible, while items belonging to different clusters are as dissimilar as possible. Broadly, clustering can 
be divided into two namely, Non-Fuzzy clustering and Fuzzy clustering. Non-fuzzy clustering divides data 
into distinct clusters and each data point can only belong to exactly one cluster. Fuzzy clustering is a form of 
clustering in which each data point can belong to more than one cluster. Fuzzy clustering algorithm attempts 
to partition a fi nite collection of ‘n’ elements of X = {x1, x2,…… xn} into a collection of ‘c’ fuzzy clusters with 
respect to some given criterion.  The algorithm returns a partition matrix W = wi , j belongs to [0,1], I = 1, 2, …., n,
and j = 1, 2, …. c, where each element wi,j , tells the degree to which element xi , belongs to cluster cj . Fuzzy 
c-means algorithm, proposed by Dunn (1973) and later improved by Bezdek (1981), is an extension of K-means 
where each data point can be a member of multiple clusters with a membership value. 

 In this paper, an attempt has been made to develop a Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian model that predicts basic 
MHPs which affect children. Fuzzy clustering has been used to cluster the random variables based on mutual 
information between them. The clustered variables are then combined to learn smaller BNs. After generating 
BNs for all clusters, they are combined to form a complete network for prediction. This paper differs from other 
papers as the fuzzy clustering has been performed on the mutual information among the variables rather than 
on the dataset. The main focus of the research is to construct the model and compare its performance with the 
conventional models. It also analyses whether the model constructed shows the causal effect relationship as 
shown in the expert knowledge based Bayesian Network.

This model reduces the search space as a few variables are involved in each cluster. We conducted 
an experiment with the proposed method on UCI Dataset to predict Breast Cancer. Then, we conducted an 
experiment with the proposed model to predict the basic mental health problems among children and compared 
with predictive accuracies of other algorithms. The empirical results show that the Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian 
model achieves good performance in prediction.

The paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 details on the related work in predicting MHPs using 
BNs. Section 3 discusses on the dataset and the methodology of the study. The proposed model has been 
detailed in Section 4. Section 5 presents a brief on the results and evaluation. Section 6 concludes and suggests 
on future work that can be done on the study. 

2. RELATED WORK
The research on applying machine learning techniques in mental health diagnosis has started in nineteen 
eighties.  A number of expert systems and decision support systems have been developed for diagnosing mental 
disorders. A literature review on diagnosis of mental disorders and techniques used in diagnosis have been given 
in table 1. 

Table 1
Literature Review on Mental Disorder diagnosis using Artifi cial Intelligence Techniques

Ref. No. Diagnosis Techniques used

[2] DSM-IV Axis-I Disorders Decision Tree

[3] DSM-IV Axis-II Personality Disorders Structured clinical Interview

[4] Mental Disorders Constraint Based Reasoning

[5] Depression Feature Selection Algorithms (OneR, SVM, 
Information Gain, ReliefF)

[7] Diagnosis and suggestion of t
reatment plans

Rule based Reasoning, Fuzzy Logic, Fuzzy 
Genetic Algorithm
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Ref. No. Diagnosis Techniques used

[8] Analytic Review of Artifi cial Intelligence 
in Psychological practice

Artifi cial Intelligence Techniques

[9] Schizophrenia Graphical Approach

[10] Adult Depression Neuro-Fuzzy Techniques

[11] Schizophrenia Production Rules and Probabilities

[12] Depression or Dementia Depth First Search using Backward Strategy

[14] Parkinson’s Disease Artifi cial Neural Network, Support Vector Machine

[15] Mental Disorder Classifi cation Attribute Extension Approach

[16] Dementia, Alzheimer and Mild 
Cognitive Impairment

Bayesian Networks

[17] Parkinson’s Disease MultiLayer Perceptron with Back Propagation Learning

[18] Genome-wide Classifi cation of 
Mental Disorders

Bayesian Networks, Support Vector Machines, Logistic 
Regression, Random Forest, Radial Basis Framework, 

Polygenic Scoring Approach

[19] Anxiety, Behavioral Disorders, 
Depression, Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorders

Neural Networks

[20] Parkinson’s and Primary Tumour Diseases Artifi cial neural Network, Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes

 The literature review shows that, a number of research works are going on in computerizing the diagnosis 
of mental health disorders and efforts are also taken to diagnose the mental health problems using different 
machine learning techniques in an effi cient way. Various combinations of machine learning techniques (Hybrid 
techniques) are being employed to improve the accuracy of diagnosis with reduced set of features from profi les of 
patients. This research is to propose a Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian model for predicting the possibility of primary 
mental health problems like Attention Problems, Anxiety Symptoms, Autism symptoms, Developmental Delay, 
Attention Defi cit Hyperactivity Disorder and Pervasive Developmental Disorder. Early diagnosis of these types 
of problems among children allows early treatment and improves their quality of life. 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The dataset for the research was collected from a clinical psychologist. It consists of 110 children profi les in the 
form of word documents. From the documents, 25 attributes relevant for the research were identifi ed and values 
of those attributes were stored. The attributes identifi ed from the dataset are listed in Table 2. Pre-processing 
like identifying missing values and converting numeric values into nominal values, etc. were performed on 
the dataset. After pre-processing, 77 instances were obtained for training.  Feature selection was performed 
using Best First Search technique to identify more relevant attributes and eliminate irrelevant and redundant 
attributes. The attributes selected after applying feature selection algorithm are shown in bold in Table 2. 
On discussion with the psychologist and based on expert knowledge, a Bayesian Network was constructed 
using GeNie tool and the parameters were learnt from the dataset. The model was validated with 2-fold cross-
validation. This network is called the Expert Knowledge-based Bayesian Network (EKBN). The BN generated 
is shown in Figure 2(a). Using GeNie tool, a BN was generated automatically from data (DBN) (i.e.) without 
expert knowledge, and the generated network is shown in Figure 2(b). The predictive accuracies of EKBN and 
DBN are 48% and 58% respectively.
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Table 2
Attributes identifi ed from the documents

No. Attribute Meaning Values

1. Age_Group Age group of the child,  Infant / Early Childhood / 
Middle Childhood / Adolescent

{I, E, M, A}

2. Family_History Presence / Absence of psychological disorder in the family {Y, N}

3. Pregnancy_Complication Presence / Absence of Complication during pregnancy {Y, N}

4. Delayed_Speech Presence / Absence of delay in development of speech {Y, N}
5. Under_Medication Whether the child is under any type of  medicinal control {Y, N}
6. Academic_Performance Whether the performance of the child is adequate/ 

inadequate in academics
{A, I}

7. Relationship_Formation Whether the child has adequate ability to socialize 
with peers, relatives and teachers

{A, I}

8. Behavioral_Problem Whether the child has any problem in behavior, 
Ex. Cheating, telling lies

{Y, N}

9. Concentration Whether the child has adequate ability to focus his 
attention on a particular object or activity

{A, I}

10. Restless Whether the child is able to relax or involving in constant activity {Y, N}
11. Seizures Whether the child has a sudden surge of electrical activity in the 

brain which may cause unconsciousness, rigidness, muscle stiffness, 
uncontrollable movements, etc.

{Y, N}

12. Learning_Diffi culty Whether the child has any diffi culty in acquiring age appropriate 
knowledge and skills

{Y, N}

13. Attention_Aroused Whether the child is psychologically alert, awake and attentive {Y, N}

14. Attention_Sustained Whether the child is able to direct and focus cognitive activity on 
specifi c stimuli

{Y, N}

15. CBCL_Score A checklist fi lled by teacher/parent/self-report to identify problem 
behavior in children

{BC, EC, AC}

16. IQ_Test_Score A standardized test to assess the intelligence level of the child. The level 
may be Below Average, Average, Above Average

{BA, A, AA}

17. ADHD_Positive Screening test score for Attention-Defi cit/Hyperactivity Disorder {Y, N}

18. ODD_Positive Screening test score for Oppositional Defi ant Disorder to measure 
argumentative and defi ant behavior of the child

{Y, N}

19. Mani_ Episode_Test_Score Screening test score for manic episode to check extreme elation or 
irritability in the mood of the child

{Y, N}

20. General_Anxiety_Disorder Screening test score to measure the anxious level of the child {Y, N}

21. Major_Depressive_ Episode Screening test score to measure the major depression level of the child {Y, N}

22. CDI_Score Screening test score to measure the depressive symptoms of the child {AC, EC, BC}
23. PDD_Score Screening test score to measure the level of pervasive developmental 

disorder of the child
{MODERATE,

NO, MILD}

24. Autism_Score Screening test score to identify whether the child has diffi culty in 
communicating and forming relationships with other people and in using 

language and abstract concepts

{MODERATE,
NO, MILD}

25. Mental_Health_Problem The classes attribute specifying the mental health problem of the child. {ATT, ANX_
SYM, PDD, 

DEV_DELAY, 
AUT_SYMP, 

ADHD}
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              Figure 2: (a) Expert Knowledge based BN - EKBN  (b) Data based BN - DBN
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To improve the predictive accuracy of the BNs, Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian model is proposed. The model 
is detailed in Section 4. This model assists the professionals to diagnose the mental health problem effectively 
at an early stage, if the known evidences of the patient are given as input. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Construct BNs for each
fuzzy cluster and combine

them to form a complete BN Construct Fuzzy Clusters

Find Mutual Information
among variables

Collection of
Cocuments

Identify variables and
pre-process Select relevant variables

Figure 3: Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian Model

The proposed model was executed in six steps. As the fi rst step, the required documents were collected 
from a clinical psychologist. Next, the documents have been pre-processed i.e. incomplete documents were 
removed, missing values were fi lled, numeric values have been categorized and stored in MS-EXCEL. Then, 
feature selection was performed on the dataset and the relevant features and their values were extracted. 
As the fourth step, fi nd mutual information among variables using R tool and membership degree matrix is 
constructed for the attributes to the clusters. The more the attribute is near to the cluster centre, the better is 
its membership towards the particular cluster. Next, based on membership values, the attributes are assigned 
to various clusters. If the membership values of an attribute is equal in various clusters, then fuzzy clusters 
are generated. The cluster centres and membership values of the data points are updated through some 
iteration. Depending upon the fuzziness of the attributes, the clusters were combined and a complete BN 
was generated. Three Fuzzy Clustering methods, Fuzzy K-Means, Fuzzy K-Medoids, Fuzzy K-Means with 
Entropy Regularization were applied on the dataset and the results were compared. Two popular search 
techniques namely, Tabu search and Hill Climbing search and three score types namely, Akaike Information 
Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and Bayesian Dirichlet Score (BDE) were considered 
to generate the best BN. Different number of clusters were generated and their predictive accuracies are 
shown in Table 3.

The table 3 shows that the Fuzzy K-Means and Fuzzy K-Means with Entropy Regularization performed 
better than Fuzzy K-Medoids when Hill Climbing search was employed with BDE Score.
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Table 3: Experimental Results of the Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian Model for 
Mental Health Problem dataset on various scores

Clustering Method Search Type Score 
Type

Number of Clusters
2 4 6

Fuzzy K-Means

Tabu
AIC 68 62 60
BIC 65 61 56
BDE 68 61 61

Hill Climbing

AIC 57 66 61
BIC 66 53 49

BDE 69 48 58

Fuzzy K-Medoids

Tabu

AIC 56 45 66
BIC 48 45 65

BDE 58 45 65

Hill Climbing

AIC 45 60 66

BIC 53 66 65

BDE 53 52 65

Fuzzy K-Means with 
Entropy Regularization

Tabu
AIC 68 61 66

BIC 65 57 64
BDE 68 60 62

Hill Climbing

AIC 57 61 64

BIC 66 64 61

BDE 69 60 64

Figure 4: Comparison of Predictive Accuracy of Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian Model for predicting 
Mental Health Problems among Children
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 The pictorial comparison of the predictive accuracies of the three algorithms with two different strategies 
and three BN scores is shown in Figure 4. The graph shows that, when the number of clusters is less, the 
accuracy is more. And the Fuzzy K-Means and Fuzzy K-Means with Entropy Regularization algorithm 
performed better than the Fuzzy K-Medoids algorithm. Hill climbing algorithm performed well in searching 
the Bayesian Networks  with BDE Score.

The comparisons of predictive accuracies of EKBN, DBN and Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian model based 
BNs shows that the latter one is more accurate than the others. Table 4 and  Figure 5 show the high predictive 
accuracies of Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian model for predicting Breast Cancer using UCI dataset. 

Figure 5: Comparison of Predictive Accuracy of Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian Model for predicting Breast Cancer

Table 4
Experimental Results of the Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian Model for Breast Cancer dataset on various scores

Clustering Method Search Type Score 
Type

Number of Clusters

2 4 5

Fuzzy K-Means

Tabu

AIC 97 97 97 

BIC 96.86 96.86 96.86 

BDE 97.14 97.14 97.14 

Hill Climbing

AIC 97 97 97 

BIC 96.86 96.86 96.86 

BDE 97.14 97.14 97.14 
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Clustering Method Search Type Score 
Type

Number of Clusters

2 4 5

Fuzzy K-Medoids

Tabu

AIC 97.43 96.29 94.57

BIC 97.29 96.29 96.43

BDE 96.86 96.29 95.29

Hill Climbing

AIC 96.86 96.86 95.29

BIC 97.29 96.86 96.43 

BDE 96.86 96.86 95.29 

Fuzzy K-Means with 
Entropy Regularization

Tabu

AIC 96.29 92 95.14 

BIC 97.14 95.57 96.14 

BDE 96.71 93 94.86 

Hill Climbing

AIC 95.86 92.29 95.71 

BIC 97.43 95.57 96.14

BDE 96.43 93.29 95.71

5. CONCLUSION
This study proposed a Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian Model to diagnose the basic mental health problems of children 
effectively. Fuzzy clustering has been used to cluster the random variables based on mutual information between 
them. The clustered variables are then combined to learn smaller BNs. After generating BNs for all clusters, 
they are combined to form a complete network for prediction.  An experimental analysis was performed over 
three algorithms, namely, Fuzzy K-Means, Fuzzy K-Medoids and Fuzzy K-Means with Entropy Regularization. 
Tabu Search and Hill Climbing Search techniques were employed to search the BNs on various scores like 
Akaike Information criterion, Bayesian Information Critierion and Bayesian Dirichlet Score. Fuzzy K-Means 
and Fuzzy K-means with Entropy Regularization with Hill Climbing and BDE Score performed well and the 
predictive accuracy are higher than others. The model was applied on the UCI dataset to predict Breast Cancer. 
The accuracy was high with all clustering methods, search types and various scores. In future, this model can 
be modifi ed and the predictive accuracy can be improved by altering the parameters of the algorithms. The 
number of parameters can also be increased to increase predictive accuracy in diagnosing the basic mental 
health problems among children. Thus, the constructed Fuzzy Clustered Bayesian Model could be used to assist 
the mental health professionals for diagnosing the basic mental health problems among children at an early 
stage and helps them to live fulfi lling and productive lives. 
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